
dancer is standing erect squarely on
both feet, a distance of some twelve
inches separating them.

The forward glide consists of a
four-ste- p dancing-wal- k forward in
"open" position, the cavalier holding
his lady's left hand with his right; an
about-fac- e turn by the dancers in the
direction of the partner, and a four-ste- p

dancing walk forward in the di-

rection from which they come. If the
about-fac- e turn is neatly executed
(for this "is perhaps the hardest part
of the figure) there need be no con-
cern over the remainder of the steps.

The lady, on count "one," takes a
forward step on her right foot, simul-
taneously placing the fingers of her
left hand (the palm down) in the
right hand of her partner. This step
is taken on the ball of the right foot,
the heel being raised froin the floor
just enough to give certainty of foot-
ing and impart grace and elasticity to
the bodily movement. The length of
the stride forward should be from
fourteen to eighteen inches, accord-
ing to the lady's height ,,

On count "two" the lady brings
her left foot forward, swinging it just
clear of the floor and takes a second
step, considerably shorter than the
first. The right foot is again brought
into use on count "three," also a
shorter step forward than that on
count "one," and then comes count
"four," on which the lady takes a for-
ward step on her left foot and exe-
cutes an about face turn to her left

During the four forward steps the
lady and her cavalier still hold their
right and left arms behind them, the
hands clasped in the manner already
explained. As each executes the
about-fac- e turn they give a smart
twist to the arms, as a means of as-
sistance in maintaining their balance.

Counts "five," "six," "seven" and
"eight" are correspondingly those of
the first four counts, the line of di-

rection reversed, the lady placing her
left hand in the right of her partner.
The cavalier's movements are just
oppositej
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AMERICAN GIRL. IS .BRIDE IN

CHINA
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Miss Ida Miller Taylor, an Ameri-

can girl, whose warriage to Rev. F. J.
M. Cotter took place May 27, in
Shanghai, China, where the groom is
rector of St Michael's church.
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HOUSEHOLD HELPS

Mildew can be removed by rubbing
the spots with green tomato and salt
and exposing the spots to the sun.

To lengthen the life of your rub-

bers rub them when first purchased
with vaseline, sweet oil or lard and
let it remain on for a 'day or two. The
rubber will absorb the grease and

1 the rubbers will not crack,
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